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Lithuanian government has exchanged around $7.6
million of seized cryptocurrencies
The Lithuanian government has exchanged around $7.6 million of seized cryptocurrencies, it wa

announced Tuesday. Bitcoin (BTC), Ether (ETH) and Monero (XMR) were some of the co...
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Japanese Financial Services SBI Holdings Announces th
Launch of a Cryptocurrency Lending Services
SBI Holdings, a major Japanese financial services, will start a cryptocurrency lending services, i

was announced Tuesday. Users of the service will gain an annual interest rate...
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IDEX Announces A New Multiverse Initiative
IDEX has announced a new Multiverse initiative, according to their blog. New blockchains,

starting with Binance Smart Chain and Polkadot will be introduced to IDEX trading, mean...
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VMware Launches a Blockchain Platform for Businesses
VMware has introduced a blockchain platform for businesses. The company, owned by Dell, say

that the VMware Blockchain product addresses scalability and performance, and aims t...
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Matic Network Launches Chainlink Price Feeds
Chainlink price feeds have been launched on Matic Network, it was announced Thursday. The

feeds are live and include prices of ETH/USD, DAI/USD and other cryptocurrencies. It is...
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Ray Dalio Said He "Might be Missing Something" About
Bitcoin
Ray Dalio said he “might be missing something” about Bitcoin in a Tweet on Tuesday.  After the

cryptocurrency went over $17,000 for the first time since 2017, the founder of Bri...
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SuperRare Announces Partnership with CGI Instagram
Influencer
SuperRare, a digital art marketplace is partnering with CGI Instagram model Lilmiquela. The
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virtual influencer, who has around 3million followers, will produce art to sell on th...
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Bitcoin's Market Capitalization Reaches Record Heights
Bitcoin’s market capitalization has reached record heights, according to information published in

Coin Metrics. This showed the market cap of Bitcoin to be at $329.91 billion on...
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$100,000 of Tokens Supplied by Figment to Developers
$100,000 worth of tokens will be supplied by Figment, it was announced Tuesday. Figment is

Canada’s largest blockchain provider, will be given to developers engaging with Figmen...
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Mask Network gets $2 million funding round
A $2 million funding round for Mask Network was announced Tuesday. Mask Network is a syst

which allows users to send encrypted cryptocurrencies and messages over Twitter and F...
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